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Abstract. Driver distraction recognition plays a fundamental role in
road safety. In this paper, we present a modular architecture based on the
fusion of key points and object detection for predicting driver’s actions.
From multi-camera infrared recordings, we will temporarily detect among
a variety of actions that lead to distractions. Our system detects objects
of interest and extracts key points from the driver. They are merged
by generating features that relate them and processed with a ML-based
classification algorithm. Finally, filters are applied to reduce bounces and
add temporal context to the detections. Our proposal has been validated
on two state-of-the-art datasets for driving distractions. Through several
experiments we show that fusion substantially improves related action
inference and improves domain adaptation. In addition, our framework
is lightweight, explainable and has a low latency as it performs frame-
by-frame inference. The modularity of the network allows us to upgrade
parts independently or eliminate a camera without having to modify the
entire network.

Keywords: advanced driver distraction detection, object detection, pose
estimation

1 Introduction

In 2021 there were 921 fatal accidents on Spanish roads in which 1,004 people
died and 3,728 were seriously injured [1]. During this year, 19,800 people were
killed in road crashes in Europe [2]. One in three road accidents is due to inatten-
tive driving, such as using a mobile phone, manipulating the navigator, eating,
smoking, or due to fatigue or stress. Many lives could be saved if distractions
were reduced.

This project will focus on monitoring and inferring different actions that
directly produce distractions while driving. The driver will be alerted to stop
the action and even in autonomous vehicles it will be possible to take control of
the car to avoid an accident.

Based on the KNDAR project [19], we have built an architecture that fuses
multi-class object detection and driver key points to infer actions. It is a modular
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architecture that processes in real time three images corresponding to three
different points of view of the driver. As shown in Figure 1, the first step is
to identify the driver and key objects that are important for certain actions.
Then the key points of the previously detected driver are inferred. With all this
information we build features that relate both the key points and the important
objects in the scene. Then, through a ML algorithm each frame is classified with
the most likely action to finally filter it and get the start and end time of each
detected action. As we will see below, the algorithm will be trained and evaluated
on two state-of-the-art datasets for driving distractions.

Feature extraction (objects + driver key points)

Activity Classification

Fig. 1: Graphical abstract.

Our major contributions are, on the one hand, to improve notoriously the
actions recognition related to some object (e.g., Phone Call, Text) regarding our
baseline (KNDAR). By merging the object detection with the driver key points
we improve the performance of these actions and therefore the overall perfor-
mance, hardly increasing the computational cost. Additionally, through differ-
ent experiments we found that our network performs better on other datasets
on which it has not been trained, reaching a higher generalization capability.
On the other hand, we improve the final filtering stage. By doing the inference
frame by frame, as in KNDAR, temporal context is lost, being the system more
susceptible to bounces. We treat the time probability of each of the actions as
temporal series. We apply different filters that reduce bounces and eliminate
false negatives, adapting this algorithm to the nature of each action.

To properly explain the project, we first analyze the state of the art of some
of the network components, then, we explain how we have integrated them into
a single network, and finally we perform experiments and empirically test our
proposal regarding other state-of-the-art approaches.

2 Related Works

This topic is relatively new and there are not many specific systems that solve
this problem. A widely used solution is training or finetuning video understand-
ing networks that are focused on characterizing the different actions within the
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Fig. 2: Object detection and driver key points for the three viewpoints.

image [18]. They are very competitive but they are slow and need a significant
length of video to achieve competitive results. Other works combine Convolu-
tional Neural Networks with complex feature extractors and Autoenconders [12].
Approaches like KNDAR [19] use less compute-intensive features and use ML
techniques to infer the action frame by frame giving superior performance with
less information. On the contrary, they sacrifice temporal context but exhibit
superior adaptation for real-time processing. We will focus on the state of the
art of the two main stages of our network.

2.1 Persons and object detection

Multiclass detectors are a fundamental component of the state-of-the-art deep
learning models for object detection tasks. These detectors are designed to rec-
ognize and localize multiple object categories simultaneously in an input image.
They achieve this by leveraging advanced convolutional neural network archi-
tectures and sophisticated training strategies that enable them to learn complex
patterns and relationships between objects and their surroundings. EfficientDet
[17] is a family of object detection models that achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the COCO dataset [14]. DETR [6] is a transformer-based object de-
tection model that uses a set-based approach to predict the locations and classes
of objects in an image. Cascade R-CNN [4] is an extension of the popular R-
CNN object detection framework that achieves state-of-the-art performance too.
YOLOv8 [10] is a lightweight and efficient object detection model that achieves
state-of-the-art performance on several benchmark datasets. It is particularly
effective at detecting small objects and can handle a large number of object
classes. Today YOLO it is one of the most widely used and has an outstanding
performance with a low number of parameters.

2.2 Pose Estimation

Pose estimation refers to the task of determining the spatial orientation and
position of an object or a human body in an image or a video. For this task there
are two types of approaches. On the one hand, bottom-up networks estimate the
human body parts in the image followed by calculating the pose. On the other
hand, a top-down approach localize the humans in the image and then estimate
the parts followed by calculating the pose. In the previous stage we used a
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Fig. 3: Architecture integration.

detector to make the double detection of the driver and objects of interest, that
is why we are interested in a pose estimation based on the second approach.
AlphaPose [8] is a popular deep learning-based framework for multi-person pose
estimation and, as we can see in Table 1, it offers superior performance compared
to other networks in the state of the art.

Table 1: State-of-the-art pose estimators results on COCO dataset

Method AP @0.5:0.95

OpenPose (CMU-Pose) [5] 61.8
Detectron (Mask R-CNN) [9] 67.0
KAPAO [15] 68.5
AlphaPose [8] 73.3

3 Architecture integration

So far we have focused on the two main components of our system. Next, we
detail how they are integrated and how they feed each other, as shown in the
Figure 3. This modular architecture brings explanability and the possibility of
reusing detections and features by other networks.

3.1 Feature extraction and merging

The network starts with multi-object detection through YOLOv8-m. A batch
of images equal in size to the number of cameras we have is the input to our
system, from which the bounding boxes of the detected classes are obtained. We
use the YOLO weights trained in COCO, which provide a total of 80 different
detected objects. Of all of them we are interested in person (0), bottle (39) and
mobile phone (67) classes. We filter the detection and keep the objects of interest
applying non-maximum suppression to the detections. From all detected persons
we have to choose the one that corresponds to the driver. We assume the car
is driven on the left-hand side. From all the people detected, we will choose the
one who is located in that area and whose bounding box is the largest to make
sure that he is the one sitting in the front row of the vehicle, as his perspective
will be greater.
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Next, we generate the features that will feed the classification algorithm. We
start from the features proposed in Table 2 of the KNDAR project [19]. Distances
and angles between key points that interact or are related are calculated. In
addition, the position shift with the previous frame is also added. On top of
that, a binary category has been added for mobile phone detection to indicate
its presence in the scene, in addition to the distance between the left wrist, right
wrist, left ear and right ear to the center of the mobile phone bounding box.
Note that if the detection module detects more than one cell phone it keeps the
one closest to the driver that is the most likely to interact with it. The same
applies to the water bottle that also has a feature that reports its existence and
its distance from the driver’s wrists and nose to the center of the object.

Additionally, as the camera does not move over time, we have manually inte-
grated the position of the steering wheel that provides interesting information.
For this case we introduce two categorical variables that indicate whether each of
the driver’s hands are inside the steering wheel’s bounding box and the distance
from it to each wrist. This potentially help reduce false positive detections and
improve the global performance. We can see in Figure 4 the distances drawn on
the image for both the mobile phone and the steering wheel. In total we have
207 features per frame, which corresponds to 69 per viewpoint.

Fig. 4: Distances from the center of the steering wheel and mobile phone to wrists
and ears (only for mobile phone).

3.2 Activity Classifier

Once the features have been extracted from the frame we obtain the 16 proba-
bilities for each of the classes, described in Table 2, which will later be filtered
to obtain the start and end of the action by using the XGBoost Classifier. It
is a popular machine learning algorithm that uses an ensemble of decision trees
to make predictions by combining the outputs of individual trees. The algo-
rithm works by iteratively building new decision trees that attempt to correct
the errors made by the previous trees, with each new tree focusing on the sam-
ples that were misclassified by the previous trees. XGBoost Classifier is known
for its ability to handle structured data and perform well on small-to-medium
sized datasets. It can typically be trained faster and with fewer computational
resources than deep learning models, making it a suitable choice for this task.
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3.3 Postprocessing

Output Filtering Inferring an action frame by frame loses temporal context
and produces a noisy output. To establish in which second the action begins and
ends we use a simple filtering process. Our baseline [19] takes the most probable
action in each frame. We have noticed that considering the confidence level of
each action, rather than solely focusing on the most probable one within the
frame, leads to significantly improved results. This is because it incorporates
temporal information into the decision-making process. For each of the 16 dis-
tractions and one corresponding to the “no distraction”, we have a stream of
confidence probabilities. A low pass filter is applied to each one independently.
This eliminates fast changes in probability. Unlike filters based on averages, this
one totally eliminates actions considered as noise without modifying the proba-
bility of those that are not. In this way, the curve will be significantly smoothed
and peaks corresponding to false positives in isolated frames are eliminated.
Then, among the 17 probabilities in a frame, the highest of the 16 distractions
are taken, as long as they exceed the minimum threshold. If none of them ex-
ceeds the threshold, the “no distraction” is established. In summary, this filter
provides context by temporally relating the predictions of an action. Moreover,
all this happens frame by frame without needing a video fragment.

Filter by length In addition to the filter an extra post-processing is applied
to discard actions with very short duration. For this purpose, a study was made
of the average and minimum duration of each studied action. Actions such as
talking on the phone or chatting tend to last much longer than others such as
picking something up off the floor. Therefore, applying the same minimum dura-
tion to each class will be misleading. This filter is applied to extract the duration
of each detected action and if the duration is less than the one established for
that class, it is discarded.

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Dataset

To measure the performance of our network we take two datasets. The first one
is used by our baseline, so we will be able to quantify the added improvements.
The second one is a dataset more adapted to our network that let us to compare
our project within the state of the art.

Dataset I Track 3 dataset of the AI City Challenge 2023 [16] provides videos
of drivers performing the actions shown in Table 2 while simulating driving. The
action is simultaneously recorded from three angles denoted as “dashboard”,
“rear view” and “right window view”. The cameras are infrared to be able to
cover the problem during the day and with total absence of light. It provides a
total of 25 drivers of different ages, sexes and appearance for training and another
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5 for validation (without labels). Six videos corresponding to two sequences and
three point of views each are provided for each driver. One without objects in
the face and head and another one with them, in order to difficult the inference.
The ground truth provided contains the action performed in each video and the
time in seconds of the beginning and end of each action.

Table 2: Driving Distractions

ID Distraction ID Distraction

0 Normal Driving 8 Adjust control panel
1 Drinking 9 Pick up from floor (Driver)
2 Phone Call (Right) 10 Pick up from floor (Passenger)
3 Phone Call (Left) 11 Talk to passenger at the right
4 Eating 12 Talk to passenger at backseat
5 Text (Right) 13 Yawning
6 Text (Left) 14 Hand on head
7 Reaching behind 15 Singing or dancing with music

Dataset II Cairo Distracted Driver Dataset (AUC-DDD) [3] is one of the most
widely-used driver distraction datasets. The dataset contains videos of 44 dif-
ferent drivers in five different cars performing distractions. It includes the same
as in Dataset I with the removal of action 4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15 and the addition
of “Hair or makeup”. The images are taken from the passenger door in RGB
during the day. It also includes two versions, the D2.1, in which participants are
in a real car, and the D2.2, in which they are in a simulator.

4.2 YOLO - Object Detection

One of the most used version of YOLO is v5, but with the release of v8 we made
a comparison of its improvement for driver detection. We validated v3-spp, v5
and v8 in SViRO [7] and TiCAM [11], two datasets focused on detecting vehicle
occupants. All the models of each version trained with COCO were tested on
both datasets to find the one that suits our needs, by finding a compromise be-
tween performance and inference time. The best performing model is YOLOv8-
m, which gets a 0.85 performance reducing the inference time to 5.7ms.

In addition to detecting people, we will detect objects of interest for the
actions. For this challenge the two objects that are related to an action are the
cell phone, that is presented in actions 2, 3, 4 and 5, and the bottle of water in
action 1. For the eating action there is no visible food of interest. When using
COCO-trained YOLO weights both people and objects are detectable classes.

In order to obtain better results, a finetuning of the detector was performed.
The detection of people was improved with the above mentioned datasets. In
this way person inference will be adapted to the environment of interest.
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4.3 Metrics

In the 2023 edition of the challenge the average activity overlap score has been
proposed as the main metric. Given a ground-truth with start time (gs) and end
time (ge), the prediction that best fits within a temporal window of ±10s around
is chosen. Being g the ground-truth and p the prediction, the following formula
is defined:

os(p, g) =
max(min(ge, pe)−max(gs, ps), 0)

max(ge, pe)−min(gs, ps)
(1)

The final score is the average overlap score among all matched and unmatched
activities. In addition we have also considered using the F1-score, as it was the
one used in the 2022 edition. It is the harmonic mean of precision and recall,
and it ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating superior performance.
The formula is:

F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

(2)

where precision is the number of true positive predictions divided by the
number of all positive predictions, and recall is the number of true positive
predictions divided by the number of all actual positive instances. In summary,
the F1 score provides a balanced measure of precision and recall, making it a
useful metric for evaluating the performance of classifiers.

4.4 Ablation study

Our architecture supports a variable number of cameras. Each one provides
valuable information for each action. This is why we have performed an ablation
study by eliminating each camera to quantify the amount of information it pro-
vides. Table 3 shows the OS score with each camera pair evaluated in Dataset I.
As we can see, the one that gives the most information is the dashboard camera,
followed by the rear camera and finally the right camera.

Table 3: OS score for testing Dataset I. C1: Dashboard; C2: Rear; C3: Right;

C2 - C3 C1 - C3 C1 - C2 All

0.293 0.305 0.317 0.3605

4.5 Global performance

We show how the network improves class by class regarding KNDAR proposal
(our baseline). We can see in Figure 5 a clear improvement in all actions of
Dataset I. Above all, the most benefited classes are the static ones, that is,
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Fig. 5: Comparative histogram of the OS score in the different actions (shown in
Table 2) between the baseline and our method.

those that do not need previous frames to determine the action. These achieve a
performance in the state of the art exceeding 60% in many of them. We can see
that this improvement is much higher for the actions where the object detection
is more accurate. For Phone Call, as the phone is at the height of the driver’s
head, so there is no difficulty in detecting it as it is not hidden. For Text, as the
phone is lower, it is hidden for some cameras and can be obscured by another
passenger or an object in the vehicle. Therefore, the inference of these actions is
intimately linked to the object detection. On the other hand, we can see a poorer
performance in the classes that do need context. This is the case of singing
or talking to passengers. These are actions that even for a human would be
practically impossible to infer by looking at a single frame. They are also difficult
to generalise as they are specific to each individual. All classes have benefited
directly or indirectly from the hands-to-wheel distance feature, improving overall
performance. This feature helps to locates the driver in space. If only the driver’s
key points are used we cannot know where exactly it is located inside the vehicle.
On the one hand, many classes use these features to infer the action, notably
those where hand position on the steering wheel is intimately related to it. On
the other hand, it helps to reduce false positives or discard some actions.

We have run our experiments on a computer running Ubuntu Linux version
20.04 and equipped with 8-core Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9700K CPU @ 3.60GHz
CPU and NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU. The system with the three cameras is
running at 15-17Hz, including object and key point detection and subsequent
action inference and post-processing.

The overall performance of the network in Dataset I, following the official
metric, for the public leaderboard was 0.3605, achieving the 18th position of
27 participants (March 25th, 2023). As we mentioned before, our work was not
focused on improving all classes, but only some of them. If we take those that
are directly benefited by the merging of objects, we achieved a 0.5515, placing it
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among the top 10 in the public leaderboard. Also our baseline last year achieved
a 0.2558 F1 score while ours achieves a 0.3766 in F1 score.

Table 4: OS score for relevant actions between the baseline and our proposal.

ID Action KNDAR Ours Delta (%)

1 Drinking 0.353 0.408 +15.60
2 Phone Call (Right) 0.390 0.699 +79.23
3 Phone Call (Left) 0.575 0.647 +12.52
5 Text (Right) 0.289 0.377 +30.42
6 Text (Left) 0.437 0.631 +44.43

Mean 0.267 0.380 +42.34

In table 5, we can see a comparison of the performance and inference time
of the state-of-the-art methods evaluated in Dataset II and extracted from [13].
Our method ranks among best state-of-the-art proposals by achieving low in-
ference time and high performance. Furthermore, compared to other methods,
our network is much more adaptable to other types of data, such as depth or
infrared images. Furthermore, cameras can be added or removed in a simple way
and new objects can be added for the detection of new classes.

Table 5: Different methods of classification of distractions validated in Dataset
II. AA: Average Accuracy; AF: Average F1 Score; IT: Inference Time;

Model AA AF IT(ms)

AlexNet 0.738 0.741 2.61
GWE-Resnet50 0.8169 NA NA
VGG-19 0.833 0.835 20.46
ResNet50 0.877 0.882 14.26
InceptionV3-RNN 0.884 0.899 23.42
ResNet152 0.8852 NA 62
Densenet-201 0.890 0.895 46.05
GWE-InceptionV3 0.9006 NA NA
InceptionV3-BiLSTM 0.917 0.931 23.30
InceptionV3-BiGRU 0.917 0.922 23.24
ResNet+HRNN+Inception 0.9236 NA 114
ResNet101 + ResNet50 0.9428 0.9427 668.20

Ours 0.9075 0.9025 29.60

As we can see in Table 6, we have evaluated the method with better results
and similar inference time to ours in other public datasets. We trained both
models in D2.1 and were evaluated in D2.2 and D1. We observe that our archi-
tecture generalises more effectively as it is independent of the type of person and
car where it is located, outperforming in both datasets. We are less influenced
by the perspective and position where the driver appears. Moreover, we are able
to isolate and exclude passengers from detection. The domain adaptation of our
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network is higher as the pose estimator and object detector is trained on a much
wider variety of people than the above mentioned dataset. This serves as strong
evidence of the effectiveness of our approach.

Table 6: Model generalisation comparison. AA: Average Accuracy.

Dataset InceptionV3 Ours Delta (%)

D2.2 (AA) 0.2198 0.3701 +68.38
D1 (AA) 0.2835 0.5138 +81.23

5 Conclusion

Amodular and lightweight architecture for driver distraction recognition through
the fusion of objects detection and driver key points is presented. Our system
consists of three stages; firstly, we infer the people inside the vehicle (including
the driver) and other objects of interest. Secondly, we infer the driver’s key
points. Thirdly, we extract features from all the data and make a prediction
of the action through a ML method. Finally, we apply filters to determine the
current action and its duration over time. We trained and validated the project
in the Track 3 dataset of the AI City Challenge 2023 and Cairo Distracted Driver
Dataset.

Fusion hardly increases the computational cost by reusing the detector for
key point generation. A few features are added to the existing ones, but they have
a great impact on performance, improving it significantly. The proposed filter is
applied in real time and provides temporal context to the prediction, as it takes
into account the confidence of previous frames. Our approach is markedly more
appropriate for diverse environments and data types, outperforming in domain
adaptation. Additionally, the architecture exhibits real-time performance and
low prediction latency.

As a future improvement we plan adding tracking to the key points and
give context to each inference. Enhancing object detection could also lead to
improvements in actions associated with the detected objects.
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